Simpson House Counselling & Recovery

“The group is vital and
really empowers and
enables my recovery.
The facilitators, Liz and
Paul, perfectly get the
balance right between
expertise, care, kindness
and are never patronising.
Great range of therapy
and all group members
incredibly respectful and
supportive.”

About us

A Life Worth
Living Group

At CrossReach we believe
that with the right support
Scotland’s children, young
people and families can thrive
and succeed.
We have been at the forefront
of high quality care for 150
years and today we are one of
the largest care providers in
Scotland.
CrossReach is the operating
name of the Church of
Scotland Social Care Council.

CrossReach Simpson House
Counselling & Recovery
Simpson House
52 Queen Street
Edinburgh EH2 3NS
Tel: 0131 225 6028
Email: simpsonhouse@crossreach.org.uk
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One client said:

Simpson House Counselling & Recovery

A Life Worth Living
Group: a safe space
This is a group for people who
are learning to survive but also
want a life worth living:
• Do you struggle with depression or
low mood?
• Do you feel isolated and lonely?
• Would you like more from your life?

A safe space
While we actively encourage people to
talk about their feelings we do realise
the importance of this being done in a
safe space. We have therefore created
a ‘comfort agreement’, which group
members will sign and adhere to.

The focus of the group is to:
• Help people make a shift from the
darkness of despair to the lightness
of hope
• Reach out to people who are
isolated
• Play a part in changing perceptions
of mental health and addiction
problems in society
• Make connections with other
services to offer more choice to
individuals
• Help people build up their strengths
and interests

Testimonials:
“This is my happy group”
“I do not feel judged”
“I can let my mask down and
be myself”

Paul		
Nicholson,
Recovery
Worker

Liz
Forrester,
Recovery
Worker

“I feel safe here”
“This group is the highlight of
my week”
“I have gained new friendships”
“People may think this is a sad
group but we gain hope and
have laughter”

Contact us:
The group runs every Thursday from
10:15am to 12:00pm.
If you’d like to find out more about
the group please contact either Paul
or Liz, the group facilitators, by
phone or email:

Tel: 0131 225 6028
Email:
paul.nicholson@crossreach.org.uk

or
liz.forrester@crossreach.org.uk
Simpson House
52 Queen Street
Edinburgh EH2 3NS

